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Rock core imaging technology virtually 
removes resolution limitations 
The ImaCore 3017, a new 3-D magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) technology, has been released by MR Solutions. MR 

Solutions, in partnership with Green Imaging Technologies, 

have combined technologies to bring complete high-reso-

lution rock core imaging to the oil and gas sector, a press 

release stated. Traditionally, rock core analysis is an exercise 

in providing measured data, but equipment limitations can 

result in fnal analysis that involves using theories to under-

stand what is happening at the pore level. The ImaCore 

3017 will virtually remove these resolution limitations by 

allowing users to bolster the theoretical with actual images 

of all the fuid present in the rock core sample and thus the 

pore network. MR Solution’s cryogen-free MRI technology 

is highly versatile as the magnet feld can be adjusted from 

0.1T to 3.0T, depending on image requirements. Sample 

sizes can range from 1-in. to 4-in. diameters, and ample 

space is provided for pressure and fow cells, allowing users 

to make measurements at reservoir conditions and to 

perform high-resolution fow studies. MR Solutions’ tech-

nology, including the latest 3-D imaging pulse sequences, 

is combined with Green Imaging’s software products to 

provide an easy-to-use interface. This provides workfow 

management and easy calibration and system monitoring. 

mrsolutions.com

Service improves maintenance strategies, 
operational effectiveness
The new diagnostic reliability service from Rockwell Auto-

mation helps manufacturers and industrial producers drive 

a streamlined maintenance strategy on mission-critical 

integrated equipment lines, a press release stated. The sys-

tem deploys a layer of technology across plant devices and 

equipment to monitor and perform analysis as well as create 

a continuous improvement approach to reliability mainte-

nance, reducing operational risk. As part of the service, a 

Rockwell Automation domain service expert closely tracks 

equipment performance to advise on reliability improve-

ments to the production facility. The system automatically 

collects identity and health data from all networked devices 

on the production control network. The data are then mod-

eled with asset management information to trigger events 

and send alerts to necessary personnel for proactive mainte-

nance. With the service, Rockwell Automation asset reliabil-

ity professionals assist users in applying the intelligence on 

their critical equipment to inform data-driven maintenance 

decisions and increase productivity. rockwellautomation.com

Subsurface workfows enhanced with more 
automation, tighter product integration
Paradigm has released its Paradigm 15.5 comprehensive 

solution suite aimed at extending its high-defnition sub-

surface workfows and enhancing user productivity, a press 

release stated. According to the company, Paradigm 15.5 

reinforces and enhances the performance gains established 

in the Paradigm 15 solution released in 2015 and helps users 

resolve stratigraphic details and recover the subsurface fea-

tures that control hydrocarbon accumulation and recovery. 

Paradigm 15.5 is designed to improve the seismic interpre-

tation process and experience with new and enhanced fea-

tures such as memory-effcient multivolume, multihorizon 

and multisurvey fattening; multivolume attribute extraction 

and blending with geometric attributes in 3-D Canvas; qual-

ity-control attributes generated on the fy when propagating 

horizons; and horizon-fault contacts calculated and editable 

on the fy. Additionally, the Paradigm Quantitative Interpre-

tation solution for recovering rock properties from seismic 

and well data has been updated with a wedge modeling 

application that analyzes the effect of bed thickness on seis-

mic amplitudes and provides the option to easily test “what 

if” scenarios. pdgm.com 

System helps avoid production interruptions 
Baker Hughes has released its CENesis PHASE multiphase 

encapsulated production system, which helps operators 

avoid production interruptions in unconventional wells. 

Designed to separate natural gas from the oil stream before 

it can enter an electric submersible pumping (ESP) system, 

the system mitigates production downtime and potential 

ESP performance issues, which can ultimately improve 

reserve recovery, a product announcement stated. During 

the production phase in unconventional plays, higher 

levels of natural gas are usually released from the payzone 

as reservoir pressure depletes. This gas typically enters the 

horizontal wellbore and accumulates in the high-side of the 

lateral, creating large gas slugs that, as they move up the 

The ImaCore 3017 will allow users to bolster the theoretical 

with actual images of all the fluid present in a rock core 

sample. (Source: MR Solutions)
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